
Liner Note for Bittersweet by Sumitra Nanjundan: 
 
Unless you heard Sumitra Nanjundan in Vienna, her home town, between 1986 and 2004, or in Los Angeles, her 

adopted home, during the subsequent 15 years, you’re likely to be unfamiliar — as I was — with this magnificent 

performer, known professionally by her forename.  Hopefully, like me, you’ll find Bittersweet, her fourth album, a 

wonderful opportunity to become acquainted with a multi-dimensional musician, fully in command of her materials, 

who functions at a high level of mastery as a vocalist, pianist, lyricist, composer, and arranger. Joined by bass 

virtuoso Carlitos Del Puerto, whose distinguished c.v. includes extensive touring with Chick Corea, and the iconic 

drummer Brian Blade, Sumitra presents a recital (produced by her husband, Alex Machacek, who contributes his 

pellucid guitar tone to several tracks)  that comprises seven of her melodic, sophisticated originals, a song adapted 

from the corpus of Béla Bartók, and personalized interpretations of the American songbook standard “The Way You 

Look Tonight” and “Freedom,” by former Young Disciples singer Carleen Anderson. 

 

 Sumitra’s conception, like her fluid phrasing and richly hued contralto voice, is individualistic and 

immediately identifiable, as she refracts into her own argot elements gleaned from such stated signpost figures as 

Annie Lennox, Kate Bush, Joni Mitchell, James Taylor, Stevie Wonder, Al Jarreau, and Chaka Khan. Her partners, 

both world-class improvisers and intense listeners, complement, guide and propel  the flow with sublime taste and 

musicality.  

 

 She chose, wrote and rewrote the songs for Bittersweet from the summer of 2017 through the March 2018 

recording date. She presented the music to del Puerto, with whom she’d previously performed in a trio context in 

2010. He accepted the invitation. Then, at Machacek’s suggestion, she sent the music to Blade, whose uncanny 

ability to conjure apropos rhythm-timbre combinations on the drumkit has served important albums by, to name a 

short-list, Joni Mitchell, Bob Dylan, Emmylou Harris, Norah Jones, Joe Henry, Laura Veirs, Shawn Colvin, Sarah 

McLachlan and Joe Jackson. He liked what he heard, and signed on. The band spent three days rehearsing and 

another three in the studio with engineer Morgan Stratton.     

 

 In sum, Sumitra’s searingly honest, vividly imagistic songs represent a kind of hard-boiled spiritual 

autobiography — she pulls together her experiences, twists and turns into a collection of stories that, in various 

ways, reflect the contradictory emotions implied by the album’s title. Not least of these vignettes is the title track 

itself. Composed in December 2017, three months before the recording, “Bittersweet” juxtaposes memories of her 

mother’s December death, of their mutual December birthday, of her December wedding anniversary. “After my 

parents’ departures, I’ve been given a new definition of self,” she says. “I’ve learned that grief and joy can and do 

coexist side by side, in harmony — and it’s good. To me it seems that this quality, which you could also call 

‘holding the balance,’ is what life — and making music — is all about.”  

 

 The 1998 song “Make Me Whole,” complemented by Machacek’s evocative string arrangement, depicts an 

impressionistic template of the breakup of Sumitra’s first marriage; “Funny” — the music is an adaptation of one of 



Bartok’s Roumanian Dances, which she was then working through — relates the origin story of her second 

marriage. “See You Again,” from 2008, traces her 5 a.m. frame of mind just after her ailing mother had concluded a 

month-long visit. “Take The Reins” portrays a close friend, who suffered from depression and eventually took her 

life, and other people close to Sumitra who suffer from mental illness — as a coda, Del Puerto’s solo showcases his 

spot-on intonation and melodic gifts. 

 

 Sumitra describes the context of “Settle Down” as coming to terms with the implication of laying down 

roots after buying a house in Los Angeles, while “Recall” is a wry, observant  portrayal of how L.A. star culture 

imparts a superficial dimension to social interactions with fellow musicians and composers. She conceived both the 

languorous, erotic, yearning treatment of “The Way You Look Tonight” and the declamatory reading of “Freedom” 

for an early 2017 solo house tour. The program concludes with “Another Day,” whose three-line lyric offers room 

for Blade to comment with a florid, creative drum feature. 

 

 For Sumitra, Bittersweet and its immediate predecessor, Still —  a wonderfully layered 2016 release on 

which she deploys her considerable pianistic skills to weave the piano parts with the words through a 12-song (9 

originals) program — constitute a personal breakthrough after decades in the trenches.  

 

 “I’ve been a perfectionist,” she says, “I’ve stopped myself from doing things or been afraid I won’t be good 

enough. My music was there, but I was not present, not connected, not ready to put something out into the world, 

not able to express or produce anything that sounded remotely like anything I was hearing in my head. I was looking 

for love and recognition. What other people thought was far more important to me. Now I’ve hopefully reached the 

point where I can show what the music is telling me about these songs, and can give them the right respect, treat 

them as they deserve to be treated.” 

 

 After multiple listenings, it’s this writer’s opinion that Sumitra has done precisely that — the personal 

growth and maturation of this restless, brilliant artist is also the listener’s gain.  

 
Ted Panken 


